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Don't miss the beautiful Los Niños Early Childhood Montessori Program. It is one of several
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Community Family Centers. Los Niños recently
relocated to a new space in the Community Family Centers' main building east of downtown
where HOK's Houston office donated their time
painting colorful wall murals which were the last
step of an extensive, 7,000 square foot renovation for which HOK provided their professional
services pro bono. Please join us for this year's awards banquet where
we recognize distinguished members for their achievements and selfless
contributions to the CSI Houston Chapter.
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architects, engineers, product reps, general contractors, specialty contractors and students. When
we pool our resources together we can achieve a
lot with the synergy created.

June 2015
President’s Message
by Neil P. Byrne, CSI
President, CSI Houston Chapter
June represents the
sunset of our CSI Houston calendar year at
and my term as Chapter President.
The
new leadership team
will take over on July
1st and continue the
charge. Normally I use
the President’s Message to inform the
Chapter of pertinent
news and upcoming
events. With this being my final message, I wanted to take the time
to thank those that helped throughout this past
year and share my thoughts about CSI Houston
and my vision for the same.

At CSI Houston, like a lot of things in life, you get
out of it what you put into it. I would encourage
and challenge our members to stay connected and
to get more involved. My vision is to continue to
strengthen and grow our Chapter by tapping into
the great talent this is our membership. We have
no limits on what we can achieve together.
It has been a rewarding challenge and a privilege
to serve as Chapter President this past year, I appreciate the opportunity.

First and foremost, I genuinely want to thank the
Board Members, Committee Chairs and all the
volunteers that donated their time and energy to
make this a successful year. Our Chapter runs
100% on volunteer time and without their efforts,
our organization would wither away. It takes
dedication, passion and a willingness to step up
in order to propel a volunteer based organization
forward in a positive direction. Again, thank you.
Serving the Chapter as President this past year,
I can honestly say I have a much greater appreciation for what we do and who we are. What I
appreciate the most is the diversity of our membership. Construction is a unique industry and it
is a rarity for an organization to be composed of
so many different players including spec writers,

At each monthly meeting, the Chapter encourages Industry Members to provide a table top display of their products and services for the inspection and education of
those attending the meeting.
The table top display is also encouraged to be presented
during the social hour and after the program for any
questions by attendees.
The presentation fee is $200 for members and $250 for
non-members, or free with a Golf Sponsorship pledge.
Contact: don.smith315@sbdglobal.net
SPEC.TECTONICS
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CSI Board Meeting Minutes
Houston Chapter CSI
Location: HESS Building – 5430 Westheimer
Road – Houston, TX
April 27, 2015
Present: Alex Bernard, Neil Byrne, Bob Cook, Bill
Fairbanks, Doug Frank, Jeff Holstein, Holly Jordan,
Jerard Litton, Greg Quintero, Don Smith, Logan Vits.
President Neil Byrne called the meeting to order at
4:07 p.m.
The March 2015 Board Meeting Minutes were reviewed and approved.
Vice President Reports Finance/Administration:
Chuck Vojtech Treasurer’s Report: Bill Fairbanks
Bill distributed the Income & Expense Statement dated
April 27, 2015 and discussed the status of items listed.
Membership payments from National lag present
budgeted amount by slightly less than $8,000.00.
Professional Development: Tim Wilson
Continuing Education:

Other Business:
Chapter Election Results: Neil will remind Betsy Finch
to forward the Chapter election results to CSI National.
CSI Certification: Logan Vits said he has joined the
CSI National Certification Management Committee.
South Central Regional Conference: Neil c omm ented that the Regional Conf er enc e br eak out
s ess ions wer e well put together . Neil discussed
the South Central Region financial responsibility split
as a financial backup for Region Chapters that find
themselves in arrears for hosting a Region Conference.
National Convention: Neil stated that the National Convention will be held in St. Louis this October.
Meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
Don Smith, CSI for
Betsy Finch, CSI Chapter Secretary

CDT Certification: Greg Quintero
No report.
Member Services: Tom Atwell
Programs: Alex Bernard
Alex discussed the Quickserv plant tour which will start
promptly at 3:00 pm, May 18th. The tour announcement is being completed and will be sent out soon. A
food truck will be available on site for tour guests. Alex
is looking for new program committee members to help
plan programs after the June meeting.

W HERE IS YOUR BUSINESS
A DVERTISEMENT ?
A quarter page ad is only $250 for 12 issues
A half page ad is only $500 for 12 issues

Membership: Mark LeCrone
Neil commented that current membership is reported
by National is continuing but is not resolved. Neil stated that progress is being made by National on the
membership program to work on the membership
backlog for an accurate membership count.

A business card ad is only $225 for 12 issues
Contact Don Smith at
(713) 688-0092 or don.smith315@sbcglobal.net
for more information.

Awards: Amy Salmeron
No report. Nominees for the craftsmanship award were
discussed.
Table Top Display: No report.
Public Services: Don Smith
Spec.tectonics: Don Smith
Don reported that the April newsletter has been posted to the website.
Electronic Communications: Logan Vits commented
that Chapter website redesign was progressing
with an eye toward active content, an email and
meeting announcement templates to be complete
before the end of the fiscal year.
SPEC.TECTONICS

At each monthly meeting, the Chapter encourages Industry Members to provide a table top display of their products and services for the inspection and education of
those attending the meeting.
The table top display is also encouraged to be presented
during the social hour and after the program for any
questions by attendees.
The presentation fee is $200 for members and $250 for
non-members, or free with a Golf Sponsorship pledge.
Contact: don.smith315@sbdglobal.net
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What’s the difference between drawings and specifications?
By Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
We all know what specifications and drawings are. Or
do we?
In casual conversation, it's not unusual to hear someone say "the specs" or "the specifications" when referring to the project manual. Similarly, it's common for
people to say "the drawings" when referring to, well,
the drawings. In either case, it's almost certain that
everyone's mental images are of documents in two
sizes: 8-1/2 by 11, and 30 by 42, or some other large
size.
What's wrong with that? Nothing - except that paper
size has nothing to do with what's on the paper. Yet
because of the way we have printed documents for
decades, we suffer from a common preconception. I'm
as guilty as anyone; I often have used the acronym
SPDNORUTT - small paper documents no one reads
until they're in trouble - when referring to the project
manual. Again, what's wrong with that? Aren't specifications printed on small pages, and drawings on large
sheets?
In short, no. What the information is has nothing to do
with paper size. It's true that, until recently, what we
call specifications typically has been printed on small
paper, and what we call drawings typically has been
printed on large paper, but even then the distinction
was artificial. Let's look at what AIA has to say about
the matter.
The A201 (and similar documents) defines the specifications as "that portion of the Contract Documents
consisting of the written requirements for materials,
equipment, systems, standards and workmanship for
the Work, and performance of related services." Note
there is no mention of where those requirements occur, or what size paper they're printed on. Drawings
are defined as "the graphic and pictorial portions of the
Contract Documents showing the design, location and
dimensions of the Work, generally including plans, elevations, sections, details, schedules and diagrams."
Again, there is no mention of where those things appear, or what the size of the paper is.

Since 1911, the A201 and its predecessors have flirted
with what I have called the "single document" concept.
"The Contract Documents are complementary, and
what is required by one shall be as binding as if required by all." Together with the definitions of specifications and drawings, it can be argued that the
"instruments of service" are a single document that just
happens to be printed on paper of more than one size.
The coming of BIM, which can store information of
many types without regard to printing format, pushes
us past the convenient but artificial separation of information, and actualizes the complementary nature of
construction documents.
This may seem a strange way of looking at our documents, but it's easy to show that it's nothing new. It's
common, at least in this neck of the woods, to have
structural engineers put specifications for concrete,
masonry, and steel on drawings (large paper). Mechanical and electrical drawings (large paper) also frequently include specifications. If you think about the
definition, many of the notes that appear on drawings
(large paper) are, indeed, specifications, as they specify "requirements for materials, equipment, systems,
standards and workmanship for the Work, and performance of related services." Furthermore, because it is
permissible to include graphic images in specifications
(small paper), drawings can be part of what is commonly referred to as "specifications."
Of course, it is convenient to have simple terms for the
small and large paper used for construction documents, even if those terms ignore their own definitions.
In fact, even though the building model obviates the
need to rely on any given size paper, our continued
reliance on printed output means it's not likely the situation will change.
It's interesting that the AIA Commentary for the A201
states "The term Drawings does not imply representations only in paper format [but] are also found in addenda, change orders, construction change directives,
minor changes in the work, other modifications in the
work, or in responses to the contractor's requests for
information" but does not expand "Specifications" at
all. Even though it should be obvious, these definitions
reinforce the need to ensure consistency between the
notes that appear on drawings (large paper) and requirements stated in specifications (small paper).

Even when the A201 used the term "project manual"
there was nothing that prohibited specifications from
appearing on large paper, or drawings from appearing
on small paper. The project manual was defined as "a
volume ... which may include the bidding requirements,
sample forms, Conditions of the Contract and Specifications." (My emphasis.) Again, there is nothing that
says specifications can't appear on large paper.

© 2015, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
Agree? Disagree? Leave your comments at http://
swconstructivethoughts.blogspot.com/

By definition, drawing notes that describe materials,
equipment, systems, standards, or workmanship are
specifications. And, though far less common, graphic
images that appear on small paper are drawings.

The importance of Drawings and Specifications is how
they are identified, dated and issued as a Contract
Document. Paper size adds little to communications.
Ed.

SPEC.TECTONICS

If it's text, and it says something about materials,
equipment, systems, standards, workmanship, or performance of related services, it's a specification no
matter where it appears.
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member who does not have actual responsibility for
design and constructability decisions, the specifier
is in a unique position to bring oversights to the attention of the decision makers and hopefully improve the end result of the teams efforts.

“Strictly SMITH-ly”
Specifiers added value
By Donald F. Smith, Jr., CSI CCS RA LEED
AP
If you are an independent specifier, you are also
continuously involved in marketing your services.
A lot of what we do as specifiers can be described as variations on a theme. If all you do is
put a new header on an old idea no matter what
profession your work will be stale and quickly
loose value, Your greatest value is therefore
what you bring to a project.

The reward for extra effort is usually more work.
It’s the best way I know that a client can say thank
you to a specification writer.
"If you don't know where you're going, you might
wind up someplace else."
Yogi Berra
… Just my opinion,
Donald F. Smith, Jr., CSI, CCS, RA, LEED™ AP

Your job is nothing more or less than distilling the
scope of a project and communicating those requirements to the other project team members.
Depending on who those members are, they will
be looking for different things; whether it be accuracy, value, constructability cost, esthetics, or
a competitive edge.
But in taking off a project, you also bring awareness and knowledge on what works and what
doesn’t work. A well detailed project makes this
job a little easier because it exposed the flaws
and makes it easier to see how the building will
work with weather expose, temperature and
loading changes, aging, and similar physical
changes.
Over the years I have noticed that a well designed and detailed project conveys a sense of
pride and value much the same as a great work
of art. Construction workers want to take ownership in something that they can be proud of.
Great design inspires great workmanship! Conversely, an architect must be aware that the construction team is not being paid to correct design
flaws. Sure they are not interested in participating in work that will fail, but delivering the project
on time for a profit is their primary interest.
This brings our discussion back to the experience and skill of the specification writer. If he is
fortunate to have years of drafting experience, a
good memory, the ability to visualize in three dimensions, participate in drawing reviews and
field observation, the specifier will have attained
experience to see problems in the making. Problem areas tend to jump out at you usually without
being your primary focus as you walk the project
site or look at a set of drawings. As a team
SPEC.TECTONICS
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At each monthly meeting, the Chapter encourages Industry Members to provide a table top display of their products and services for the inspection and education of
those attending the meeting.
The table top display is also encouraged to be presented
during the social hour and after the program for any
questions by attendees.
The presentation fee is $200 for members and $250 for
non-members, or free with a Golf Sponsorship pledge.
Contact: don.smith315@sbdglobal.net

W HERE IS YOUR BUSINESS
A DVERTISEMENT ?
A quarter page ad is only $250 for 12 issues
A half page ad is only $500 for 12 issues
A business card ad is only $225 for 12 issues
Contact Don Smith at
(713) 688-0092 or don.smith315@sbcglobal.net
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“Strictly SMITH-ly”

So, again, you must ask yourself what do these
mean to me? They represent a minimum level of
knowledge attained and a quest to learn at least
one something new each day.

Professional Certifications
By Donald F. Smith, Jr., CSI CCS RA LEED AP
“Building Knowledge and Improving Project Delivery” is the motto of the Construction Specifications
Institute. The various certifications granted by the
Institute through examination attest to the minimum
level of knowledge attained by the individuals of the
various design and construction processes.
CSI’s core purpose is “to improve the process of
creating and sustaining the built environment.” So
before investing your time and energy in becoming
certified, it might be wise to think about what certification means and how becoming certified helps the
individual.
The Construction Documents Technologist (CDT) is
an elite group of professionals known in the construction industry for their comprehensive
knowledge of writing and management of construction documents.
The Certified Construction Specifier (CCS) is given
to individuals who have gained an in-depth understanding of agreements and their relationship to the
Contract Documents, general and supplementary
conditions of the Contract, Division 01 - General
Requirements, and their relationship to the specifications, and advanced skills in specification development. A CCS must have at least five years full
time specification writing experience before sitting
for the CCS certification exam.

What do certification mean to others? If you are
employed as part of a design team, your qualifications as well as other team members are put
forward in each project proposal as the collective
knowledge, experience and judgment that will
guide to project through to it’s completion.
What is your employer thinking about your certification? As part of the team, your individual skills
contribute not only in the preparation of your own
work, but also to the results of the entire the entire project design team. Everyone on the team
benefits from another set of knowledgeable eyes.
Project success comes from the efforts of the
entire team. The best reward possible for project
success is the continued trust of a client and the
reward of another project to work on together.
"In a time of drastic change it is the learners who
inherit the future. The learned usually find themselves equipped to live in a world that no longer
exists. "
Eric Hoffer
… Just my opinion,
Donald F. Smith, Jr., CSI, CCS, RA, LEED™ AP

The Certified Construction Contract Administrator
(CCCA) has an in-depth understanding of developing, administering, and enforcing construction documentation and construction contracts. People with
CCCA certification have proven their skill in quality
assurance, and quality control, bidding and negotiating procedures, construction observation and inspection, and knowledge of agreements, conditions
of the contact for construction, Division 01, and of
the other documents related to the project.
The Certified Construction Product Representative
(CCPR) certification is given to individuals who
have proven to be a valuable resource called upon
by the design team for product and construction
knowledge and who understands the roles and responsibilities of the members of the entire construction team.
SPEC.TECTONICS
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prove, sanction, or guarantee the validity or accuracy of any date, claim, or opinion appearing herein. Republication rights are granted to the CSI
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State of Texas, and is chartered by the Construction Specifications Institute.
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